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CIRCULAR FOR PARENTS 

CLASS-X & XII 

GUIDELINES FOR TERM-I EXAMINATION 
This is to inform all the parents and students of Class-X and XII that CBSE will be using 

OMR sheet for the Term-I Examinations. 

Kindly note the below instructions regarding the OMR and act accordingly: 

1. Details of the candidates will be pre-filled in the OMR. 

Candidates have to write the Question Paper Code in the space provided. Question Paper 2. 
Code wil be written on the question paper. 

3. Candidate has to write in his/her own hand in the space provided I confirm that all 
particulars given above are correct" and sign in the running hand on the OMR. 

4. ONLY BLUE/BLACK BALL POINT PEN is to be used for filing desired information 

and for giving responses. 

5. USE OF PENCIL IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. 

Important features of the OMR: 
1. There is a space for answering 60 questions in an OMR irrespective of total questions given 

in the Question papers of any subject. Candidates will use maximum circles as per total 
questions given in the question paper for giving responses. This should be only in 

serial. 

2. Answers given after the maximum question number will not be evaluated. 

3. For giving responses, 4 circles i.e. (a), (b), (c), (d) are given in front of each question in a 
row. Candidates should darken the circle with a pen once confident about the 

correctness of reply. 

4. After 4 circles are over, a box is given in the same row. Candidates have to write the 
correct option in this box i.e. a or b or c or d as the answer is. 

After the box, again a circle is given ahead of box wherein the question number is also 5. 
written inside the circle. This circle is to be darkened by the candidates if they have not 

attempted this question. 



6. Candidates are advised that first of all should mark the response by darkening the 
circle. If fully satisfied then they should write a response in a box so that if any 

candidate wishes to change the response, the same be written in the box. 

7. Candidates have to reply both in a circle and in a box. 

8. Reply written in the box will be treated as FINAL. 

If the box is empty and the response is marked in the circle, it will be considered that the 9. 

Question has NOT BEEN ATTEMPTED by the candidate. 

10. If the response is given in a box and the circle is left blank, it will be considered that the 

question has been ATTEMPTED. 

11. If all the three i.e. 4 circles, box and last circle are left blank, it will be considered that 

the question has not been attempted. 

Encl. SAMPLE OMR FOR REFERENCE. 

cablq 

MANISH HABLANI 
HEADMASTER 



eafes rT CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION 

37 TT ANSWER SHEET Secondary School Examination (Class X) 

USE ONLY BLUEBLACK BALL POINT PEN OMR No. 
sgATs Roll No.|12681458 138734235 

One Crore Twenty Six Lakhs Elghty. One 
Thousand Four Hundred Fifty Eight Write code No. written on the questton paper 

Question Paper Code 
in digits and words) 

Day&Date of the 
Examinatioon 

Friday -(26/11/2021) 

SOME EXAMPLES OF WRONG/CORRECT WAYS OF 
|MARKING AS FOLLOWS 

|1001 RACHANA SCH SHAHIBAG AHMEDABAD GUJARAT 

Center No. & Name 

301 -ENGLISH CORE WRONG METHOD CORRECT METHOD Subject code & Name 

1 
2 O 2 oO 

RAJESH KUMAR 
Candidate's Name 

SHIV KUMAR PANDEY 
Father's Name 

fAuer T(10001) RACHANA SCH SHAHIBAG AHMEDABAD GUJARAT 
School code and Namme 5 5 

6 | 
A CUctes 
Far espmce 

dY wYiti 
epns& Danken Chcle 

mot attemp tuod 
sreftsrs a ter 1 Fa�simile stamp of the Center Supdt. 

3 V T TERT ANTT oT afu v 3r a atae Darken ONLY ONE CIRCLE for each Question and write the answer in the box 

Q.No Response #Q.No Response Q.No Response #QNo Response 

1O1|32 O0O| 
33 O@0| 

147 @O| 2 OO| 
3 O©O| 

7O00| 
18 600|| 18 

||4 OO0| 4 

6 OOO| 
7 O©©|| 
8 OO| 

@7 0@| 
0@| 

52 O0@| 

O00| 
s OO@| 10 OO O|as 00/ 

11 @O|| 
12 O©|| 
13 OO|| 2 | 
14 @O| 

40 O©0 
41 OO0 O O00| 
42 OO0 
0@| 
4 O©@| 

57 O0©| 

59 O0| 

*Write Correct Option # Darken Circle if question not attempted 
I confim that all particulars given above are corect. 

PlensA wntL aoove stademut m youz hMA, 

Candidate's Signature (in running hand) 

Total correct answers 

To be filled by the Evaluator)_ 
Total correct answers 

To be filled by the Coordinator) 
Coordinator Observer Invigilator Evaluator 

Signature 

Identification No. 


